
Hi Jos, 
 
I agree with most of your points as far as they go from the perspective in which you 
present them, but I think the perspective itself is wrong. You haven’t dug deep enough. 
 
I guess I need to show you just how deep this rabbit hole goes... 
 
The prime truth is the totality of existence, for in the final analysis, that is what is (partly)  
unknown to us, and that is the only thing that exists. After all, the observer and their observations 
are just another part of existence. 
 
The whole concept of ‘truth’ is relative to an observer’s knowledge and understanding. It  
is also dependent on the apriori existence of observers and their ability to observe. Observers 
are very complex entities. It takes a lot of time to evolve systems complex enough to 
observe and understand existence and the concept of truth. In your view, where did the 
observer come from? When did it come into existence? How does it observe anything?  
You talk about unnecessary assumptions! The apriori existence of an observer is the biggest  
assumption of all. 
 
You also assume geometry. Where did your ‘points’ come from? Where did the geometry come from?  
For that matter, where did time and space themselves come from? For that matter, what is time?  
What is space? What is energy? What process could have caused their existence? What could have  
generated that process? Those are the questions I am deriving answers for.  
 
The only thing I assume is the existence of a ‘substance’ which amounts to the apriori existence of an 
undifferentiated homogenous energy field. In effect that is the closest thing to ‘nothing’ that exists, but 
it isn’t nothing. It must be a form of energy. That field has to exist, because if it didn’t, it would have to 
be possible to destroy energy.  
 
In reality, my theory isn't based on any assumptions. It follows directly from the conservation of energy. 
In fact, even that ‘assumption’ is unnecessary because the existence of the grand unified field explains 
the ultimate cause of energy conservation. The grand unified field itself must exist because it is 
impossible to destroy that which doesn’t exist; i.e., there is nothing in the grand unified field to destroy.  
 
Only the finite can be destroyed, and it can only be destroyed by converting the energy that composes it 
into another form. One of those forms is the infinite singularity, aka the grand unified field. Another way 
to think of it is that the infinite can never be destroyed because infinity has no beginning and no end. If 
infinity had a beginning or an end, it wouldn’t be infinite. It would be finite in at least one dimension, 
that being the dimension that exists via the existence of the difference between its beginning and its 
end.  
 
You almost hit the mark with your geometric approach, but it assumes the apriori existence of ‘points’ 
and geometry. It is too constrained by geometry. What created the geometry? More importantly, what 
created the time and space that geometry exists in? What created the mathematics that describe the 
dimensions of time, space, and their relationships? Assuming the apriori existence of geometry and 
mathematics won’t do. Those are assumptions. Where did they come from? What composes them? 
 



What is truly important,  is the existence of a self-defining, self-limiting, self referential process; not the 
geometry. The geometry comes later, as a consequence of the self-referential process acting on itself. 
The ‘trick’ nature uses is that the ‘process’ that composes the next quantum state of existence presents 
itself via the existence of a potential difference in the grand unified field. A potential difference is a 
relation between two or more things, but it also provides the energy and the force that drives the 
changes needed to implement or execute the process.  At the same time, the potential difference is a 
difference, and like all differences, it is finite. Thus, the finite composes itself transfinitely from finite 
differences in the infinite. In turn the repeated differentiation and composition (integration) 
of those finite potential differences eventually creates curvature in spacetime (gravitational fields) that 
compress energy back into singularity, thereby composing the infinite in terms of its relation to the 
finite.  
 
Existence has to be mathematically complete. It is the universe. By definition the universe is complete 
because it is all that exists. What about beauty and love? They are both part of existence. The same is 
true of brains, thoughts, and consciousness. Just because we don’t currently understand how to 
describe beauty and love using mathematics doesn’t mean those equations don’t exist. The same is true 
of thoughts and consciousness. Alas, current mathematics is necessarily incomplete and/or inconsistent, 
as Kurt Godel proved.  
 
Fortunately, the version of ‘mathematics’ that is existence is both complete and consistent. In fact, 
it has to be because it is existence, and thus it is all that exists. It also must be complete and consistent 
because it generates itself from itself solely by transfinite recursive composition – a formally well-
formed type of inductive construction. No external agency or mechanism is required or needed to 
ensure its completeness and consistency.  It is logically impossible for it not to be complete and 
consistent because it generates and is itself. Everything that exists is identical to itself. To deny this is to 
deny all of logic, as it is all based on that foundational principle.  
 
Mathematics all boils down to being able to represent the existence of relations between things. Beauty 
and love are simply very high order, very abstract relations. Ultimately, nature represents all relations in 
terms of potential  differences between energy fields. All differences are finite. Since the only thing that 
cannot be destroyed is energy, energy must be a difference in itself. That difference is a potential 
difference. The only ‘magic’ is understanding how nature composes those potential differences 
transfinitely to compose its own version of ‘mathematics’ and thus generate the mathematical relations 
needed to compose and define ‘existence’ from energy.  
 
In the sense I am using the term, ‘mathematics’ is any method used to represent the existence of 
relations between ‘things’. In this case a ‘thing’ is just a finite set of potential differences in some 
finite energy field. When that field is localized we tend to call it a particle, or an object. When it isn’t, we 
call it a wave or an ‘energy field’. Both particles and waves are subjective as their interpretation is 
observer centric and thus observer dependent. If I am correct, then both particles and waves are really 
the same thing, a set of higher order potential differences in an energy field. The choice of particle or 
wave is just  a matter of observer interpretation.  It is just a matter of how we (our brain) chooses to 
abstract existence. 
 
Next we need to understand the relation between the observer, observation, thought, understanding, 
consciousness, and the direct presentation and generation of existence. 
 



Neurons allow us to represent thoughts as partial representations of existence in particular contexts. 
They allow us to associate and relate things to each other abstractly, where the things and relations they 
represent are themselves neural abstractions. 
 
 
Thought only provides a partial representation of existence. In fact, a thought is literally an abstraction 
of reality. A thought is the direct representation of an abstraction by a neuron. (Well, actually a related 
family of abstractions, but that detail needn’t concern us at this level of abstraction). All abstractions are 
partial representations of something in some context. A neuron represents both the abstraction and the 
context. A neuron is just a localized higher level specialization of the direct representation of existence. 
Instead of the direct composition of differences in energy fields, neurons represents the higher order 
composition of abstractions. In turn those abstractions represent both abstract relations  
and abstract things.  In turn, those abstractions, the neurons themselves, the molecules, atoms, 
subatomic particles and energy fields that compose them, and even the space and time they exist in are 
composed from the transfinite recursive composition of symmetric differences in the grand unified field. 
You see, it is all generated by the same self-defining, self-generating transfinite recursive process.  
 
In this way, our brain allows us to compose higher order partial representations of things and relations  
between things via the composition of neural abstractions. Mathematically, neural abstraction is a 
higher order form of Yoneda embedding in which the distinction between the representation of arrows 
and objects in category theory is eliminated.  Initially, at low levels of abstraction, this allows us to 
represent things in terms of how they relate to each other in spacetime. Higher level neural abstractions 
of those spacetime relations allow us to relate things to each other at whatever level of abstraction  
provides the best, most efficient representation, and the most efficient abstraction for what we are 
trying to understand and/or think about. This process is driven by neural and synaptic plasticity, Hebb's 
rule (those neurons that fire together wire together), and competition for representation between those 
groups of neurons in cortical micro-columns and cortical columns that have the best existing 
representation of whatever we are thinking about or experiencing in the current context of abstraction.   
 
Once again, this is a self-organizing, self-generating, self-defining process of transfinite recursive 
composition (of neurons and neural connection patterns in this case) that results in repeated 
differentiation and integration of abstractions, driven by competition for a scarce resource 
(neurotrophic growth factors and metabolites) among populations of neurons competing for 
representation in this case. Course grained neural connection patterns are determined genetically. Fine 
grained neural connection patterns are driven by what we observe, experience, think about, learn and 
do over our lifetime.  During dendritic integration, the amount of spatiotemporal correlation of 
electrotonic potentials is proportional to representational fitness. In turn, that means the electrotonic 
potentials will integrate to the neural activation threshold first in the neuron with the best existing 
neural representation in a pool of neurons competing for the same representation. The winning 
compositions of neurons fire their axons before their competitors because they have the best 
spatiotemporal correlations of electrotonic potentials in their dendritic trees. Reciprocal lateral 
inhibition connections between neurons with  competing neural representations then ensures that only 
the neuron with the best existing neural representation within the current context of thought can fire its 
axon and add its representation to that being used to compose the representation of each abstraction in 
an ongoing train of thought. This process naturally allows us to think associatively, to think in context, to 
think in terms of similarities and differences, to think abstractly, to classify things by factoring and 
reusing shared representational components, thereby forming concepts (classes) from particular 
exemplars, and to instantiate a particular instance from a class of things to think in terms of the 



relations between instances of those classes. (The factoring of shared representation that occurs in 
generalization is also represented by the branching structure of neurons dendritic trees, via the flow of 
electrotonic potential through those branches during dendritic integration). This neural knowledge 
representation and neural computational model is what allows us to observe and make sense of the 
world in the first place. Emotions, feelings, perceptions, qualia, and muscular control are all based on 
the same principles of neural knowledge representation and neural computation. The neural knowledge 
representation and computational model are the same in all neurons. Neurons can represent different 
things and different relations because of their differences. These include differences in their shape, 
differences in their location in the neural network, differences in their connection patterns, differences 
in their synaptic efficacies, differences in their neurotransmitters, and differences in the type and 
distribution of their ion channels.  In turn, all of those things and consciousness itself are just a higher 
order extension and specialization of the direct representation of existence.  
 
The computations performed by each neuron are performed by dendritic integration. Dendritic 
integration is based on the spatiotemporal correlation of finite differences in electrotonic potentials 
inside the neuron’s dendritic trees. In turn, those electrotonic potentials are caused by ionic charge 
imbalances in the dendritic trees, which are themselves generated via the transfer of ions to and from 
the extracellular fluid when the neuron opens or closes ion channels in its dendritic membrane in 
response  to the receipt of neurotransmitters and neuromodulators that are released as a result of 
synaptic activation. Once again, all of this ultimately works via the transfinite recursive composition of 
symmetric differences in the energy fields that compose the neurons in our brain. 
 
Essentially, from a mathematical perspective, the recurrent dendritic integration process dynamically 
generates and composes a sequence of higher order function compositions, from differences between 
the abstract components that represent those functions, and their arguments, which were themselves 
generated from previous neural activation sequences. The same object, process, relation, or percept can 
be represented at multiple levels of abstraction by different sets of neurons in different regions of the 
neural network. Neural processing typically proceeds from sensory mode specific low levels of 
abstraction at the sensory periphery and proceeds in a feed forward bottom up fashion, representing 
the integration and fusion of higher and higher order abstractions in the higher order polymodal 
association cortices.  Upon reaching an optimal level of abstraction, neural processing proceeds top 
down along recurrent feedback connections to reactivate the lower level components that composed 
each higher level abstraction, thereby allowing us to recall the components of abstractions at any 
desired level of abstraction or available level of detail. The hippocampus functions like a concept factory 
that composes new concepts at successively higher levels of abstraction from their distributed lower 
level components. Because of this, we must learn things starting at low levels of abstraction and 
proceeding towards higher levels of abstraction over time. 
 
Consciousness is produced when a small part of existence evolves the ability to observe and represent 
part of itself indirectly. In fact indirect representation, and the representation of information itself, is 
simply another specialization of direct representation. The neurons in the brain use direct 
representation to implement their representation of indirect representation. The neurons that 
represent each abstraction are directly activated by the electrotonic potentials caused by observation or 
thought, or memory of what each abstraction represents or represented in the past. Each neuron is 
activated as a result of activating the neurons that represent the equations that compose the neural 
representation of its logical intention.  The activation of the neuron's axon represents the occurrence of 
an instance of the abstraction represented by that neurons intention within the current context of 
thought. In effect this provides a direct link between an abstraction and the meaning of that abstraction 



as defined and represented by its intentional equations. This implements semantic grounding, and 
provides the bridge that connects and relates thought and existence across multiple levels of 
abstraction. It is the causal link between thought and meaning.  The representation of thought is 
simultaneously direct and indirect. Neural computation and representation is direct within each neuron, 
and indirect via the synaptic connections neurons use to signal the activation of related abstractions 
within each neurons intention.  Alas, we only observe  the end result of the thought process outside the 
brain itself, so science naturally assumes the indirect representation of information is the only way to 
represent anything. That explains why neural scientists have been unable to figure out how the brain 
represents thought and knowledge. They are basing their research on the wrong model. They are 
thinking in terms of the indirect encoding of information when the knowledge representation used by 
the brain itself is based on direct representation. It is just a higher-order extension and specialization of 
the same mathematical representation nature uses to compose the rest of physical existence.  
 
The evolution of life itself is yet another instance of the same process of direct representation. The 
evolution of life is built upon the higher order composition of differences that produce competitive 
advantages and disadvantages in the reproduction of cell populations, individual plants and animals, and 
species relative to interactions with their respective environments. The end result is life is a recursive 
self-replicating, self-defining process that uses genetic mutation and competition between individuals 
and species in shared environments to generate those sets of species and individuals that are best 
adapted to the environment they live in. Changes in the environment, and competition between 
individuals and species for limited resources drive the evolution of adaptations that provide relative 
reproductive advantages, thereby increasing efficiency and increasing the population of the best 
adapted, or most adaptable species relative to their competitors and the environment each lives in. 
 
 It is all part of the direct generation, representation, and construction of existence from the transfinite 
recursive composition of symmetric differences in the grand unified field. In this way, all of geometry, 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and indeed all of existence are naturally generated and 
related. 
 
Thus, in general, existence is a self-referential set of relations. Those potential difference relations and 
the energy fields themselves can be of countably finite order, but, due to the self-dual topological 
symmetry of pentachoron simplices, they never exist in more than four dimensions. In turn, that 
explains why spacetime has four dimensions.  
 
As for ‘C’, the constant speed of light; something must be chosen as constant so that the rest of 
existence can vary relative to it. Einstein chose C as his ‘constant’. I chose the total amount of energy in 
the universe as my constant. All changes are then defined relative to that fixed point. To me, choosing 
the total amount of energy seems the ‘safer’ choice since, as far as science has been able to ascertain, 
energy is conserved and as far as we know, everything that exists is composed of energy. 

 


